
Freestyle on the canals of Camden

I really enjoyed running the new Flat Water Freestyle Award for the first time
at The Pirate Castle, Camden. The award is accessible to candidates with a
broad range of prior experience and is a great entry point to the world of
freestyle. Candidates are able to work on both foundation freestyle skills
such as posture, edge, and the roll in a fun and safe environment.

Hear from Shahid and his paddlers, who have recently
completed the NEW Flat Water Freestyle Award

The award introduces a variety of moves that require rotation across all axes and encourages
candidates to think about how these moves could be further developed on white water. I
particularly like this approach because it allows candidates to think about their own
development pathway and how the skills they have acquired might be pushed further in a different
environment.
 
One of the strengths of this award is that there is a focus on learning the right technique to get
started with the moves, rather than aiming for perfection, so students are able to master the moves
at their own pace. The less structured approach to assessment also takes the pressure off
candidates and allows them to enjoy learning the skills without worrying about assessments.



The candidates I have worked with had a basic
understanding of what moves like the double
pump and stern dips look like, but they had a
limited understanding of how they are performed.
They mostly chose to take the award to improve
their personal knowledge of freestyle and to raise
the level of recreational freestyle kayaking at their
home clubs.
 
The response from candidates to the award has
been overwhelmingly positive, candidates are
thrilled that there is now a lower level freestyle
award that allows them to hone their skills on flat
water before moving on to the white water.
They’ve also commented on the usefulness of the
descriptor on video feedback which we played
with on our course. Equipped with this tool, they
will be able to use video review to help themselves
and others make steady progress after the course.
 
Here’s what some of the candidates had to say:

I’ve been paddling for the past 8 years and have
been trying my hand at freestyle for the past 3.
Before the course I would practice with friends
and use online videos to help me progress. I
wanted to this this course to help me develop my
own skills but also to be able to help others who
would like to pursue freestyle kayaking in the
future. 
 
I loved learning a range of new moves that have
made my playboating sessions more successful
and enjoyable. Our coach pushed us to build on
what we already knew, linking existing moves into
their harder variants and combo moves. I’m
looking forward to moving on to white water to
complete the next freestyle award!

Alex, 15



I’ve been paddling for 6 years now and messing around in freestyle boats for the past year and a
half. Before the course I had learned some basic moves by watching Youtube videos and practising
with friends. I wanted to do this course to advance my skills and try and make my freestyle kayaking
cleaner and more consistent. 
 
It was great to get some in-person coaching and personalised feedback, which helped me learn
more over the two days of the course than I had in the past year. I really enjoyed learning some
moves that I’d never seen done before such as pivot turns and stern dips. I gained a lot more
confidence in my roll and hand roll by falling in so many times over the course. The structure of the
course really helped my progression because I got to see how all the moves link together and what
moves the develop into. 
 
Now I know the techniques for a broad range of moves I will spend the coming months practising
my moves and working with peers to get feedback and improve. I hope to move on to the next level
of Freestyle award, transferring the skills we practised on the canal to moving water. I’m sure this is
just the start of my freestyle journey and I am excited to see what comes next!

Micheal, 15


